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           The long, cold winter built ice castles around the shore of Taunton Bay.              photo by Sheila Karlson
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DMR Report on Taunton Bay  Project
by Slade Moore

Since our last update in the fall, the Department of
Marine Resources has  been involved in a few activities on
Taunton Bay, and will become  more active in the upcoming
season. As coordinator for  DMR’s Taunton Bay Assessment
Project, I have  summarized below various aspects of the
project for you:

e Dragging Study - Icing of the bay this winter
prevented us from performing a scheduled round of February
sampling in support of the dragging experiment we conducted
last summer. In fact, poor weather and logistical constraints
forestalled attempts to remove the study plot marker buoys

before they were frozen in.  Concerned that movement of the ice
could drag the markers and attached moorings through the
plots, Heath Hudson and I cut them free in February using
chain saws and a rock bar.  Global Positioning System
coordinates indicated that the moorings were where they
belonged but the real test involved examination of the seabed
adjacent to the moorings.  Happily, we saw no signs of
movement other than several cases where moorings appeared to
have pivoted in place.     

By the end of March most of the ice had broken up and

only channel floes and intertidal shore ice remained. On April

3 Heath and I reattached the plot markers and the next day
Kohl Kanwit (DMR) and I reset the transect lines and dived to
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DMR Report continued
collect underwater video of the plots, using the Hudson's Miss
Daisy as the research vessel.  Heath Hudson, and Heath's mate,
John provided diver support along with Tom Atherton, who
processes all of our core samples.  Staff from the Maine
Outdoor Heritage Fund (MOHF), who contributed funding for
this  aspect of the Taunton Bay assessment, and Ursus
Productions also came along and filmed and interviewed us
during our work as part of an upcoming PBS program.  On
April  7 we returned to the plots to collect core samples and
retrieve the transect lines.  Water temperatures were about 38
degrees Fahrenheit.  In July we'll return to collect samples one
last time before we analyze this data.   This work is supported
by MOHF, and the Maine Coastal Program.

e Juvenile Fish Habitat - Last November we finished
our bi-monthly beam-trawl   (a net affixed to a rigid frame)
sampling in plots situated in eelgrass and adjacent mud-
dominated bottom.  On April 1, a volunteer and I initiated
sampling again.  We caught only one fish, which is good
because it suggests that with subsequent visits we'll be able to
mark the seasonal period when fish start coming back to these
plots.  Last year we didn't have use of a vessel in the bay for
this work until late June, so we'll be obtaining some fresh data
in these first months.  Work is slated to continue again until
November, when fish numbers in the plots dropped off last
year.  This work is supported by federal legislation (Wallop-
Breaux) funding sport fishery restoration.

                                          photo courtesy of  DMR

A Taunton Bay four-spine stickleback 

e Intertidal Community - These investigations,
conducted by Dr. Jill Fegley, will characterize a portion of the
bay's intertidal communities throughout the year.  So far, Jill
has sampled in the summer and fall (2002), and this spring
she'll return to the bay.  This work is supported by Maine Sea
Grant. 

e Winter Water birds - Since many of these birds
prey on seabed organisms, they constitute an important, if

transient component of the benthic community.  Observing use

of the bay by these birds helps us to better understand the
nature of that community.  Ice in the bay this year prevented

the scheduled initiation of observations during January.  As the
amount of open water grew, I took the opportunity to make
observations on three dates:  March 13, 17, and 27.  This work
is supported by the Maine Coastal Program.

photo by Steve Perrin            

Training for horseshoe crab tracking is led by Slade Moore
(left) with Shep Erhart (center) and Frank Dorsey. 

e Horseshoe Crabs - There is a profound lack of
understanding regarding the sub-tidal movements of horseshoe
crabs throughout their range.  Over the past year several
proposals were developed and submitted to support a project
that would track the movements of HSCs within the bay.  The
main intent is to provide an assessment of how vulnerable crabs
are to dragging, by knowing when they use certain areas of the
bay, we can begin to understand if interactions with draggers
are likely.  So far, two of four funding proposals have been
approved and we now have most of what we need to perform
this work in its first year. A second year would be ideal and
we'll continue to seek  support.  This project is currently funded
by the Maine Coastal Program, Maine Sea Grant, and
Sweetwater Trust.       

        e Eelgrass - Early in the development of the Taunton
Bay assessment work plan local sources such as FTB president
Steve Perrin reported dramatic eelgrass declines in the bay.
Concerns over the bay's eelgrass led us to obtain current aerial
photography  through  Maine  Sea Grant.  This  new
photography was then compared with the most recent set of pre-
2002 imagery.  Using these resources, Seth Barker (DMR)
estimated that about 90% of Taunton Bay's eelgrass cover was
lost between 1996 and 2002.  The next phase of this work will
focus on diagnosing the processes behind this alarming pattern.

e e e e
Once again, many thanks to the volunteers, private

landowners and the assessment project's collaborators who
make this work possible. I will have the chance to give you
another update at the Friends of Taunton Bay meeting in

August.  I look forward to seeing you then.
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President’s Message: By Steve Perrin

Oysters In Taunton Bay?
              As reported in my January letter to the membership,
both Babe Stanley and Mike Briggs have applied for oyster
aquaculture leases in the bay. A pre-hearing was held on the
Stanley two-site application last September at  Mountain View
School. Most of the evening was spent on his proposed
operation off Sorrento, which prompted comment by
lobstermen and  sailors who use the same site. Little was said
about his proposed oyster nursery in Hog Bay or the predator-
proof cages off Dwelley Point where he intended to grow
oysters to marketable size. 

As of late April, DMR had not sent out notice of an
official hearing on Stanley's lease applications. A hearing has
been set, however, to consider the lease application from
Taunton Bay Oyster Company, of which Mike Briggs is
president and treasurer. It will be held at the Franklin
Community Center at 10 a.m. on Wednesday, June 18. 

While his original application was pending, Briggs
applied for four contiguous Limited Purpose Aquaculture
(LPA) licenses on the same Hog Bay nursery site detailed in his
earlier submission. LPAs are issued by DMR staff without a
public hearing. Issued for one year at a time, they are meant for
small dockside shellfish operations. In effect, the LPA
applications short-circuit DMR's own lease regulations,
allowing Briggs to get his oyster seed into the bay without
public comment. 

The applicant made initial plans to have his oysters in
Hog Bay by mid-April. As of this writing, those plans have not
come to pass. 

In a series of letters to DMR Commissioner George
Lapointe on behalf of the FTB executive committee, I
presented the committee's view that the granting of the LPA
licenses was inconsistent with DMR's own regulations.
Receiving no response from the Commissioner, the executive
committee voted to join the Conservation Law Foundation
(CLF), which (after subsequently deposing horseshoe crab
investigator Susan Schaller, landowner Susan Braley, and
myself) brought suit against DMR regarding the granting of the
four LPA licenses. On reviewing the suit, the Maine Office of
Attorney General found cause to remand granting of the four
licenses to DMR for reconsideration. 

In addition, the Army Corps of Engineers found that
the public had been denied the right to comment on a
controversial matter, and also referred the license application
back to DMR. 

CLF has offered to drop its suit if DMR will rescind
Briggs' four LPA licenses and allow the original lease
application to proceed. 

At the June hearing, assuming it will take place as
scheduled, the presiding officer will gather appropriate
evidence concerning seven criteria on which the Commissioner

will  base his decision. The seven criteria  are: 1. interference
with riparian owner access; 2. navigation around the lease area;
3. interference with fishing or other water-related uses  of  the
area; 4. competing  aquaculture uses  of the area; 5. interference
with  ecologically  significant flora and fauna; 6. source of the
oysters; and 7. interference with public facilities. (Note that
aesthetic concerns are not included among the seven criteria).

The executive committee plans to raise concerns about
introducing oysters to Taunton Bay according to criterion 3
(other uses - horseshoe crab research); criterion 5 (interference
with ecologically significant species - bald eagles and horseshoe
crabs, among others); and criterion 6 (introduction of a species
not native to these waters, together with  diseases they may
bring with them, and predators they may attract such as oyster
drills, sea stars, and, yes, horseshoe crabs). At the hearing,
anyone may raise his or her concerns, whether or not they speak
to the seven standards of judgment set forth by DMR. 

Aquaculture regulations are a hot topic in Maine these
days, and the public is free to press DMR to apply higher and
broader regulatory standards. This is the sort of confrontation
the FTB executive committee  hopes to avoid by drafting a bay
management plan based on ecological considerations. I see the
shellfish industry as applying pressure (by training sea farmers
and selling them seed) to bays and inlets up and down the coast,
which is not the way I believe we should go about planning the
future of our inshore waters. We have a record of mismanaging
groundfish in the Gulf of Maine, then of mismanaging the prey
on which those fish used to feed, and the habitats that supported
them all. Now we are promoting fish farming in the name of
jobs, while paying scant attention to the marine and estuarine
habitats into which those farms are placed, as well as the native
species which call those habitats home. It seems to me that we
would do better to establish bay management plans identifying
areas suited to aquaculture before it is imposed without careful
consideration of each individual site. 

I see this as a turning point in the way we rush to
exploit supposedly limitless resources without duly weighing
the unintended consequences. Oysters in Taunton Bay? Their
day may come, hastened by a political climate giving high
priority to the creation of new jobs in shellfish aquaculture. Our
record of fisheries management is not very impressive. This
time we have to do better, thinking ahead, not wishfully
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backward. I urge you to think this new venture through, then
come to the hearing on June 18 in Franklin and speak your
mind. If, ultimately, the lease application is approved in some
form, conditions should be specified at the hearing to hold the
applicant to high standards assuring the long-term protection
our publicly-owned marine waters deserve.

President’s Message Continued:

Bay Management Plan
            When former FTB President Charlie Hodgson led the
dragging moratorium effort in 1999 and 2000, he showed a
great deal of political savvy in orchestrating a diverse group
concerned with the implications of the new Hancock-Sullivan
bridge on the welfare of Taunton Bay. The Maine Legislature
was moved to provide statutory protection for the bay.  

Next time around, when the five-year moratorium
comes up for review in 2004, proceedings are to be based more
on scientific evidence than public eloquence and opinion. The
Legislature asked the Maine Department of Marine Resources
(DMR) to build a case for or against extending the
moratorium, which DMR's ecology division has been working
on since 2001. They have mapped eelgrass beds and seabed
habitats in the bay (see DMR habitat survey map on the back
page), begun a year-round juvenile fish inventory in the various
habitat  areas, conducted  a test drag west of  Burying Island

                                                           photo courtesy of  DMR

            Windowpane fish taken from Taunton Bay 

 
as reported in the last issue of the newsletter, and are about to
undertake a tracking study to find out where horseshoe crabs
are at low tide in May and June, and where they go at other
times of year. 

When the data is collected, the ecology  division will
analyze the results and compile recommendations regarding the
moratorium for presentation to the Legislature in 2004. The
executive committee also plans to make a presentation at the
hearing.

The moratorium is an integral part of the bay
management plan we are working on to guide research,
education, protection, and sustainable harvesting in the bay for
the next quarter century. Our goal is to protect the bay's wild

integrity while balancing it with fisheries that can provide jobs
for coming generations. 

During years ahead, we expect people will derive
income from the bay in ways unanticipated just a short while
ago. Finfish aquaculture has moved onshore after a decade of
hard times, employing marine biologists and assistants rather
than deepwater fishermen. The University of Maine Center for
Cooperative Aquaculture Research and the USDA Cold Water
Aquaculture Research Station operate side-by-side in Franklin
off the South Bay  Road. The two research facilities draw water
from the bay and from freshwater wells, but filter resulting
waste from the circulating flow, and discharge no pollutants to
marine waters. 

A generation ago the rearing of wild salmon and halibut
in tanks would have been unthinkable. Today there are those
who portray land-based aquaculture as the wave of the future.
Increasingly, Taunton Bay will play a role in the expanding
eco-tourism industry. Camcorders and binoculars might well
outsell fishing rods and rifles. The issue is whether observing
wildlife is likely to be any less stressful to prey than being
hunted or fished. This industry, too, will have to be managed.
That is, its practitioners will have to manage themselves so as
not to disrupt the sights and native wildlife they come to see. 

The management plan for Taunton Bay will assemble
as much information as can be found about local eagles, loons,
seals, ducks, geese, hawks, fish, eelgrass, kelp, marsh grass,
phytoplankton, and many other native species that thrive or
struggle in the various habitat areas around the bay, including
intertidal areas, riparian lands, and the greater watershed
feeding fresh water into the estuary. The point is not to collect
data on shelves, but to develop an educational program that will
prepare residents and visitors alike to appreciate the ecological
workings of the bay area. Good stewardship in future years will
depend on maintaining an attitude of respect for the plants,
animals, and terrain that contribute so much to our sense of
place and way of life. 

The executive committee sees the dragging moratorium,
establishing as it does a coastal protected area in Taunton Bay,
as an integral part of the larger bay management plan. This time
we want to base our relationship with the bay on knowledge and
experience, not on what we can get out of it regardless of the
cost. This approach makes sure that the bay benefits the
greatest number of people, not just a few who take what they
want and move on. 

In short, the goal of the bay management plan is to
preserve the ecological integrity of Taunton Bay by taking
responsibility for and managing our own actions more than the
habitats and species we enjoy. 

In future issues of the newsletter, we will suggest ways
that both members and non-members of FTB can join in
working on the Taunton Bay Management Plan, a plan which
would balance sustainable harvests with shared enjoyment of
the bay through the years ahead.
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"The Baneful Barnacle - or what's a quarter-inch
long, eats with its feet, hardly ever moves, is bad news
to every boatman, and has almost enough relatives to

devour the world?" 

Creatures Around the Bay:

Barnacles
by Frank Dorsey

As a child playing in Chesapeake Bay, as a sailboat
owner and as a member of the U.S. Navy, I learned to hate
barnacles. Brushing a piling covered with barnacles produced
multiple parallel cuts that stung in salt water, bled for a long
time  and  were slow to heal. Scraping  a  boat bottom several
times each summer, applying copper and lead-based paints
(which we  now  know were harmful to us and sea life alike),
unfouling a mooring chain at least annually and other
unpleasant tasks associated with having a boat on Chesapeake
Bay led me, in part, to own only boats I could carry on top of
my car. Barnacles were even more nuisance on a navy ship. 

They fouled saltwater intakes and tanks, reduced hull speed as
they accumulated on the hull and provided a foothold for the
rest of the fouling community to add weight and friction to the

hull.  
Robert Hendrickson, seeming to share my negative

experience with barnacles, begins his article in The Ocean
Almanac this way: "The Baneful Barnacle - or what's a
quarter-inch long, eats with its feet, hardly ever moves, is bad
news to every boatman, and has almost enough relatives to
devour the world?" He continues, "The ubiquitous, destructive
barnacle - redeemed only by his fascinating life-style - is a
menace almost as numerous as the sands on shore. The average
square mile of beach contains at least two billion of his kind.
He looks innocent enough, even absurd, when observed
attached to some object by his head and kicking his food into
his mouth with his legs. Yet, by the lowest estimate, he causes
damage to ships and piers exceeding one billion dollars
annually." The direct damage from fouling may be exceeded in
cost by the fuel wasted driving fouled hulls of ships through the
seas.  

Barnacle eggs are hatched in the mature animal’s shell
and the free-floating hatchlings are called nauplii. They
resemble larval members of the class Crustacea with the
exception of a pair of horns in front. The next stage of
development is a cypris, the bivalve carapace of which
becomes part of the mantle and secretes the external shell of the

adult. The larvae can float until they encounter a good surface
for attachment: a boat, a rock, pilings, clams and mussels, or
slow moving marine life like whales, sea turtles or horseshoe
crabs. When a site is chosen, the barnacle attaches to a
substrate by secreting strong cement that may prove useful in
dentistry. This cement also contributes to the security of other

members of the fouling community. 
Once attached, a transformation takes place. The

barnacle changes into a small version of his adult form,
secreting around himself an armored shell of calcium carbonate
plates that protect his soft inner parts from enemies. By closing
the operculum, the barnacle can maintain an air and watertight
space. When the tide ebbs, or an enemy or fresh water threaten
him, the barnacle takes in air and his valve doors close with an
audible click. Although, like all crustaceans, he must cast off
his inelastic shell periodically so that he can grow - and the sea
is sometimes thick with his molts - he will never leave his
fortress.  Not even for food or love. The cirri, fern-like
appendages that reach out of the open operculum to sweep
small, floating organisms into the barnacle's "house” are
anatomically the barnacle's "legs." (See the illustration below.)
They eat plankton and detritus caught by the cirri. The

barnacles themselves are food for foraging whelks, periwinkles
and sea stars. The free-floating larval stages contribute to
zooplankton eaten by baleen whales and sedentary filter feeders.

Sexually, barnacles are generally hermaphroditic, using
a specialized cirris, several inches long to pass sperm to
neighbors. As Hendrickson says, “This makes large,
polygamous communities necessary, for if there were no
neighbors around, the barnacle would remain, as someone has
observed, both a bachelor and an old maid.” An exception to
this general scheme is that in some species, there are dwarf
males who attach to hermaphrodites and "force" them to
become females. 

In addition to barnacles being a nuisance themselves,
trying to eliminate them has led to use of toxic paints and other
underwater surface treatments that have had bad effects on the
environment. As a consequence, the U.S. government has

banned the use of antifouling paints and treatments employing

tributyltin and limited the concentrations of copper and other
toxic substances in all such treatments. 

So, barnacles, except for the potential use of their
cement for dental purposes, do not seem to be of direct use to
humans. We benefit indirectly  from their role in the food chain,
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Find us at - http://www.acadia.net/tauntonbay

but on balance Hendrickson's label " Baneful Barnacle" and his
harsh description match both reality and my negative view of

the animal. 

Tracking Horseshoe Crabs
by Steve Perrin  

Friends of Taunton Bay, in cooperation with the Maine
Department of Marine Resources (DMR) and Frenchman Bay
Conservancy (FBC), has applied for four grants to fund an
ambitious  horseshoe crab  tracking  study in 2003 and 2004.
Except for the breeding season in May and June, horseshoe
crabs generally keep a low profile in the bay. We find plenty of
shed shells later in the summer, and occasionally catch sight of
one scuttling across the bottom, but where do our local
horseshoe crabs go from July through April? What habitats do
they use? Do they exit the bay in winter, or do they hunker
down in the mud, and wait for spring?

These are important questions we need answers to if
we are to successfully protect horseshoe crabs at the northern
limit of their range. Protect  them from what, or whom? The
usual suspects include inadvertent habitat degradation , through
scouring the bottom with mobile fishing gear, say, or placing
fixed gear that might impede travel along the bottom.
Introduction of a species that would compete with the crabs for
critical habitat would be another danger. Oysters, for example,
are not found in the bay, so siting oyster aquaculture operations
in areas used by horseshoe crabs may place additional stress on
a local population struggling to keep its foothold under less-
than-ideal circumstances.

To find answers to such questions, we have applied for
grants totaling $24,297 to fund a horseshoe-crab tracking
study. These grants would cover the purchase of twenty small,
coded sonar transmitters to be attached to five male and five
female crabs at each of two different sites in the bay, and
receivers to pick up the signals. Support for one field
investigator and travel costs are included, together with
additional hardware and safety gear.

On April 15, we learned that Sweet Water Trust
awarded $9,500 to the cooperative tracking project. This is in
addition to earlier support from Maine Sea Grant and the
Maine Coastal Program. A year from now we expect to know
exactly where our horseshoe crabs spend the winter, and which
seabed habitats they depend on for survival.

This new understanding will not only help us evaluate
the impact of aquaculture ventures proposed for the bay, but
may also have a direct bearing on whether or not the joint
committee on marine resources in Augusta will recommend
extending the five-year dragging moratorium passed by the
Maine Legislature in 2000. 

Bird’s-Eye View of Eagles
by Pat Flagg

In a fly-over of the bay on the last day of April, the
Maine Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife found
eagles sitting on eggs in all five Taunton Bay area nests.

The April 30 flight to check on eagles was not the first
of the season. A fly-over in mid-March and again on April 9
showed no eggs in any of the nests. Now, eagles are tending to
prospective offspring in nests on Burying Island, Butler's Point,
Buckskin Island, Hills Island in the Skillings River and at Tidal
Falls.

Finding all the nests active was somewhat unusual,
says Charlie Todd, IFW biologist. "Eagles on Hills Island, for
instance, were unsettled for a year or two recently. That may
have been due to mate turnover or they may have tried and
failed. We don't really know.”

Todd says that eagles on Burying Island have built a
new nest, which at present is unoccupied. The current nest is in
an old pine tree that shows increasing wear and tear with each
passing year. Todd describes the home of the new nest as "a
handsome pine tree with a broad crown and stout stem."

Bald eagle            photo by Sheila Karlson

IFW plans another fly-over during the second week of
June when they will count the number of eggs which have
hatched. We will report the eagles' progress in the fall
newsletter.
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L  By phone ..............(207) 288-8240. 
L  e-mail address........earthling@acadia.net

L  mailing address......P.O.  Box  585,                     

                              Bar Harbor, ME 04609-0585 

Friends of Taunton Bay Executive Committee
     President . . . . . . . Steve Perrin

Vice-president . . . . . . . Mary Lou Barker
Treasurer . . . . . . . Joyce Chaplowe
Secretary . . . . . . . Pat Flagg

Membership . . . . . . . Sheila Karlson
            Publications . . . . . . . Pat Flagg & Sheila Karlson

Member at Large . . . . . . . Charlie Hodgson
Member at Large . . . . . . . Frank Dorsey

    Member at Large. . . . . . . . Shep Erhart
    Member at Large. . . . . . . . Linda Welch

Horseshoe Crab Tagging Report
by Sue Schaller

The horseshoe crab tagging study begins its third
season on Sunday, May  18 and will continue through the end
of June.  Anyone can contribute to this study by walking the
shoreline of Taunton Bay throughout the season, and looking
for tagged horseshoe crabs, dead or alive.  If you find an
animal with a tag, please report it by emailing Sue Schaller, the
project leader, at HorseshoeCrabs@aol.com, or  by calling
(207)-929-5490.  Please report the tag  number, date found,
condition, and the location so that it can be identified  on a
detailed map.  The numbers are very small, so a magnifying
glass is usually needed to be certain of the correct number.  If
the animal is dead, arrangements will be made to pick up the
animal and tag.

A quick summary of the results to date is that in 2001
there were 2273  observations and 1292 individuals tagged, of
which 337 were females and 955  males.  In  2002 there were
1119 observations of 741 individuals, of which 269 were
females and 472 were males.  Animals tagged in 2001
accounted for 16% of the individuals observed in 2002.  From
the animals tagged in 2001, 9% returned in 2002.  Many fewer
horseshoe crabs were seen in 2002, but whether  this represents
a sharp decline in the population, or a normal fluctuation for a
natural population of this species, is unknown at this time.
Each additional season of data improves our understanding.

The Taunton Bay tagging study is unique in that it
offers the opportunity to study a population that is exposed to
a minimum of human intervention in  its habitat.  The relatively
closed geography of the bay, compared to other bays, and the
lower population density offer the opportunity to tag every
individual encountered.  DNA analysis by Dr. Tim King with
the U.S. Geological Survey has found that Taunton Bay
horseshoe crabs have been genetically isolated for a very long
time.  By comparison, Taunton Bay horseshoe crabs are
genetically more distinct from horseshoe crabs in
Massachusetts and states further south, than are Atlantic
Salmon between the European and North American strains for
that species.

Volunteers are needed who can work three or more
consecutive days at high tide.  Meeting times are 10-15 minutes
before the time shown as high tide for  Portland
(www.tidelines.com), or 45-50 minutes after high tide for Bar
Harbor (www.maineharbors.com/maybar03.htm).  Tide tables
vary a little bit between  sources, and the crew starts a few
minutes earlier if the prior day was busy.

For more information, contact Sue Schaller, the project
leader, at (207)-929-5490.

Thank you to the crew leader Shari la Tulippe and the
alternate crew leaders for this year: Deb Boswell Lane,  Chris
Wiebusch, and Liz Solet.  Thank you also to the many
volunteers who have made this project successful over the past
two years:  Charlie Hodgson,  Sheila Karlson, Steve Perrin, Pat

Flagg, Tricia Brauner, Linette and Shep Erhart, Ross Lane,
Deborah and Tom Boerger, Lee and Heath Hudson, Pam
Harmon, Mary Lou Barker, Joyce and Al Chaplowe, Lisa and

Mark Herrington, Ellen Devine, Maryellen Lasell, Betty
Richards, Anita TeHenepe, and Bruce Becque. And thank you
to Frank and Mary Beth Dorsey, who have hosted this project,
and to Frank for statistical review of the reports.

Summer Meetings
*****************************************

Survey Report
Tuesday, July 15, 7:30 pm

at Sumner High School
          Tracy Hart, with Maine Sea Grant, will report on
opinion surveys sent out on a random basis to 600 residents of
Hancock, Franklin and Sullivan. In addition, Friends of
Taunton Bay members were surveyed separately, allowing for
comparison with the random survey. Data from this survey is
intended to help towns make decisions concerning the bay. 

Taunton Bay Assessment Project
Tuesday, August 19, 7:30 pm

at Sumner High School
               Slade Moore of The Department of Marine Resources
will speak about DMR's project in relation to eventual
recommendations for extending the moratorium. This will
include seabed mapping, eelgrass survey, test drag, juvenile fish

inventory and the horseshoe crab tracking study.

mailto:earthling@acadia.net.
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